
JANUARY GRADE 6 NEWS

Mr. Gaydos

Throughout the month of January Mr. Gaydos’ science

classes will be learning and working hands-on to discover

the secrets of plate tectonics. Students will discover that

this theory explains why we have mountains, oceans,

volcanoes, earthquakes, tsunamis, and the various other

geologic features seen across the Earth.

One of our next units will be Rocks, Minerals, and Fossils.

Throughout this unit students will be working hands-on

identifying many different samples of rocks and minerals

from around the world. Many of these rocks and minerals

were found right here in New Jersey! Students will be

learning techniques geologists use in the field to identify

minerals. Some of these tests include scratch tests,

streak tests, and hardness tests.

To follow, students will be completing several labs over

the next few weeks. These labs will help students to

understand how earthquakes occur and how mountains,

trenches, mid-ocean ridges, and volcanoes form.

Students will also be working with many different fossil

specimens. These fossil specimens include dinosaur tracks,

mud cracks, petrified wood, and brachiopods. Some of the

fossil specimens students will be working with were found

in the Midwest and Western U.S., but most of the fossil

specimens were found in New Jersey and the surrounding

states. These organisms have colorful and unique

geological significance in our past. Students will also

discover that some of the fossils they will be working with

were deposited in upstate New York millions of years ago

and were then transported by a glacier to New Jersey’s

Ramapo Reservation!

Mr. Pierce

The sixth grade social studies classes have finished 2021

learning all about Egypt, and the surrounding civilizations.

Some projects we have accomplished or will accomplish

include all about me posters, ancient technology booklets,

and translated names into Egyptian hieroglyphics.

As we put 2021 behind us and start anew in 2022 we will

move into other ancient civilizations including Japan,

India, and China. We will take a look at ancient ruins in

Greece and Rome, such as the Parthenon. We will also

begin to discuss ideas from philosophers as influential as

Plato, and Socrates.

As always we will continue to discuss current events from

our junior scholastic magazines, and write about them

bi-weekly. This helps our students to become informed

citizens in the global world we live in!

Ms. Raslowsky

The shorter days mean more time spent

illuminating our minds with interesting and unusual

math problems.  Since September the 6th grade has

worked with decimal numbers and fractions, which

are two major arithmetic topics. Currently, we are

working with ratios, rates and unit rates.  This unit

will prepare students  to work in depth with percent

topics.  Students will learn to calculate the percent

of a number using percent values greater than 100%

and between 0 and 1 %.  Take your 6th grader to a

sale because soon they will be able to quickly

determine how much an item will cost with a 65%

mark-down!

Caught with Good Character

We are pleased to continue our Character Education

Program for the 2021-2022 school-year. During the

months of September through December, faculty &

staff were “catching” students who were

Upstanders, Respectful and Kind.  These students

received entries into our “Jets Tackle Bullying”

drawing box for tickets to local Jets games.  We

were proud to have 4 students receive tickets to

games in October and December.

For the months of January and February, we will be

honoring the character trait of being a team player.

We will be encouraging the skill of teamwork by

recognizing students who are displaying good

sportsmanship and cooperation in groups.

Throughout the year, we will continue to celebrate

and value these character traits, as well as others.

Also, we thank you for your continued support of

these values as we continue to encourage and

emphasize the value of great character.

Hope you have a Healthy & Happy New Year!

Ms. Radan - School Counselor

Thank you to all of our Board of Education members

for their dedication and  hard work. Happy Board
of Education Appreciation Month from the Staff

and Students at the F.W.Gavlak School.

Ms. Giambrone, Principal


